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ACosmetic

NAND Rai examined the charts
he had drawn up. A variety of
graphs and bar charts were
spread out on his desk, plotting
growth, volumes, seasonal
trends, marketshares and prof-
itability in India, China and

eastern Europe.
The trend was clear - but for eastern

Europe and some parts of China, PanLeaf
Inc.'s performance had been dismal. Rai
was the director (market operations)' Asia-
Pacific Region, of PanLeaf, a multinational
in household hygiene and coloured cosmet-
ics, He was currently on a troubleshooting
mission to India to examine- and review the
state of PanLeaf's operations, as part of his new
markets audit.

Traditionally a household products company,
PanLeaf had carved a comfortable niche for itself in
Europe and the US until its position was threatened
and diluted in the early 1980s. By the mid-1980s, PanLeaf
had realigned its business focus, fine-tuned its product
portfolio in household care and also rejuvenated its coloured
cosmetics businesses.

Until then, its cosmetics business had been tiny but had
showed a lot of promise. PanLeafbrought in the best consultants
and went on an acquisition spree on their advice, collecting some
18 cosmetic brands allover the world. That gave its cosmetics
business the much-needed shot in the arm.

PanLeaf now wanted to also expand geographically since its

Strategy
Panleaf, a multinational In household
hygiene and coloured cosmetics, found
that succeeding In the Indian market
wasn't as easy as it thought
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interests were largely in the US and Europe
and the company's management did not be-
lieve that was sustainable. They believed that
the 300 million-strong Indian middle class
could be leveraged for mass-market products
and if they developed a good cosmetics busi-
ness, they could develop a good portfolio at
the mass level which could be leveraged any-
where in the world.

There were two possibilities in India:
household care or skincare and coloured cos-
metics. The international board strongly

mooted the fragrances idea, since re-
search showed this market was virtu-

ally untouched and global
brands had a far greater pos-

sibility of succeeding.
The Indian opera-

tion was headed by
Jim Kura, a Korean

with vast experience in new market
development. Kura quickly built a

sound sales and marketing team,
drawn from Indian companies
with strong distribution skills.

PanLeaf did not want an In-
dian heading strategy and
decision-making, a strategy
it had stayed with every-
where else in the world.
Kura spent six months
studying the market be-
fore he rejected the in-
ternational board's idea
of entering the deter-
gents market, despite
the consultants' advice
which said: "...the deter-
gents market is very
large, over 20 times the
size of the cosmetics
market... it is possible to
build a strong niche in a

large market with special-
ity detergents like top-end

laundry detergent, stain re-
movers and hard surface

cleaners."
"No, we cannot take on Proc-

ter & Gamble or Unilever," Kura
had said. "Though the market is

large, it will be difficult to set up a
company from scratch, given the inten-

sive distribution needed and the huge en-
try cost required to create a reasonable base

of production, logistics and sales."
Instead, Kura pushed for an entry into skin-

care, which seemed more viable to him given that
there were just two national organised players in the In-

dian marketplace. But he rejected an entry into coloured cos-
metics. "Skin care products are relatively easier to produce and
manage as compared to nail polishes and lipsticks where the

range is large and dynamic," he had said.
But the parent company was more keen

on launching colour cosmetics before ex-
panding to skincare, as research had indi-
cated that other than one large organised
player, Lakme, colour cosmetics in India
were produced largely in the unorganised
sector. "The scope for market growth and ex-
pansion is high," went the logic. "With the
lowering of excise duties and the consumer's
preference for organised sector brands, there
was scope to build a new brand. In any case,
consumers are known to experiment with a
variety of global brands bought on visits
abroad or from the local grey market. Lastly,
of course, the brand awareness of PanLeaf is
already high in India," it said.

Kura, who until then was preparing for an
entry into the mass market, now had to shift
gear to the premium end where PanLeaf's

coloured cosmetics were positioned. Even as he went about creat-
ing the organisation structure, the international board declared:
"We will budget for some losses in Year One and Two, but we must
break even in YearThree."
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By this time Kura had decided to create a company-owned
distribution set-up, because brand focus in retail could
not be sustained otherwise. The teams were put in place
and so was the distribution network, across major and
mini metros.

PanLeaf then launched three colour cosmetics products -
nail varnishes, lipsticks and eye make-up. They were engineered
to suit a variety of cultures and climates. Avegetable extract in lip-
sticks helped to maintain the correct moisture level and protected
lips from ultraviolet rays. They were also smear-proof, long-last-
ing and hypollergenic-certified - attributes which had devel-
oped a huge consumer following for PanLeaf in most markets.
Likewise, the nail varnishes were chip-resistant with built-in nail
strengtheners. With such product benefits, the nascent Indian
market will boom, since the attitude ofIndian women to groom-
ing and appearance had evolved a lot, it felt.

The marketing team conducted a series of pre-launch blind
product tests in many cities. It was found that the consumer rated
the PanLeaf sample very highly and was even willing to pay a pre-
mium of 25-50% over her current brand. Encouraged by the eval-
uation, the company went ahead with its plans.

When coloured cosmetics failed to take off in the Indian mar-
ket, PanLeaf's brass decided to go into skincare and fragrances, but
eventually discovered that even these didn't show much promise

But when it finally developed the products, PanLeaf found
that they were two times more expensive than those offered by
its closest competitor, Lakme. PanLeaf, which was hoping to
take a 15-20% share of the market in volume terms, now sud-
denly faced a pricing dilemma. On the one hand, it expected to
sell its products at a price premium of 50-75%, on the other, it
needed high contribution to support marketing costs. A lower
price would lead to higher volumes, but that would upset its
break-even calculations.

Kura had watched the launch of newer brands like Revlon and
Oriflame and new launches from Lakme. He also had as bench-
marks other fast -moving consumer goods (FMCG) in the Indian
market, specifically in foods. He was reassured by the presence of
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a discerning class, which would pay a premium price for superior
quality and product performance.

But when the co loured cosmetic products were launched,
the initial trial purchases were very good but repeat purchases
were very low. Though they were satisfied with the product, con-
sumers found the lipsticks and nail varnishes did not offer
enough value for money. Pan Leaf quickly went back to the re-
search table and assessed the consumer feedback. It found that
the consumer felt that the brand's value was almost as high as
that of the Indian brand, Lakme. Whenever they put a Lakme
product in a non-Lakme packaging, that product scored low. But
when they took a better product from the market and put it into
Lakme packaging, it was rated high. So there was a score which
the consumer was willing to give Lakme which she didn't give to
any other product. PanLeaf came close to Lakme; just its prod-
uct delivery and positioning, it seemed, was strong enough to
take Lakme head-on. But the trouble was that it was two times
more expensive. The consumer was satisfied with the product
quality, but she was not willing to pay a price which was twice
that of Lakme's for it.

Kura went back to the drawing board, and ran a fine tooth
comb over his costs. But the international board reiterated its
averseness to lowering the prices, for that meant a squeeze on
margins and a delay in breaking even.

BESIDES, a lower price also meant that Kura would have to
sell 20 times as much, and he wasn't sure if there was
enough demand to justify such volumes. Then again,
when he went back and studied the research findings, he
wasn't sure if a small drop in price was going to shift con-

sumer loyalty too much. He felt the consumer expected imagery
and variety in nail varnishes and lipsticks rather than safety, dura-
bility and protection. Maybe Lakrne was safe and all that, but
those were not the attributes on which it was positioned. For in-
stance, Lakme was not saying, 'good company, sound brands',
which the consumer knew anyway, but was saying, 'we will make
you beautiful ...' and that was what the consumer was paying for.
Kura could see that Lakme met her expectations, so she had no
reason to pay twice as much for a brand that was also global.

Naturally, for PanLeaf's attributes to gain consumer saliency, it
required huge investments in need-building, awareness and
habit development. It was, therefore, clear that it would be diffi-
cult to break even in three years. Lowering the price and pitching
for volumes was against the company philosophy as it would lead
to sustained marketing costs.

It was then that Fred Miller, the corporate marketing man in
PanLeaf International, decid d to restate the India strategy. He
now suggested launching the premium range of skincare prod-
ucts and fragrances. "The current distribution set -up is capable of
leveraging a limited premium range across coloured cosmetics,
skin care and fragrances," he said.

"Your incremental costs will be just in the launch phase, but
your consumer set is the same for all three categories. By adding
width to your portfolio you will get a bigger bang for your buck as
your costs will now be borne by a wider portfolio, and this will
heighten brand interest."

Extending that logic, the international board suggested that
PanLeaf India launch a series of speciality skincare products-
peel-off masks, day creams with vegetable ceramides and en-
zymes and skin exfoliators. Even if these were more expensive, the
research finding was that consumers were less price-sensitive to
speciality performance products. Kura had seen that in the per-
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formance of Complex, a recent entrant in the Indian market. A
global brand too, its speciality skincare products were faring well
while its mass products re not.

So within eight months Kura brought in Pan Leaf's Plus range
of treatment products, preceded by a huge ad splurge. The market
got off to a good start. But soon after, the offtakes dipped sharply.

More research and analysis followed. PanLeaf India discov-
ered that the positioning and the imagery needed for a skin care
range was vastly different from those for coloured cosmetics.
Skincare was serious, technology- and testimony-driven;
coloured cosmetics were about fun, beauty and fashion. PanLeaf
had assumed that a consumer would respond to the umbrella
brand 'PanLeaf', that the umbrella brand would sell, and other
than the launch costs, the only things needed were to build
awareness and trial for the skincare range. But in reality, aware-
ness and trial did not build up.

Around the same time PanLeaf kicked off its fragrance busi-
ness too, to leverage its premium image. Kura had been wary of
entering fragrances. Skincare was not new to Indian usage habits,
but as far as fragrances went, he had noticed, even the deodorant
habit did not exist in India. Perfumes were associated with expen-
sive occasions and locations, and were not a part of the daily
dressing habit. Given the climate, it was talcum powder that was
used the most. To upgrade such a consumerto deodorants or per-
fumes required habit development, Kura felt.

Then again: ifPanLeaf entered fragrances, it had to do so with
many variants, for a consumer would demand a variety of fra-
grances to choose from, not just a lavender or a musk. "The entry
into fragrances cannot and should not be arbitrary," he had
warned. "This is a country where the usage habit for perfumes is
at a nascent stage. We must research usage habits and needs and
launch the appropriate fragrances," he had said.

After trying all the combinations, Rai felt that the products
could be profitable if there were no advertising costs. Could direct
marketing help in reversing the company's fortunes?

Even so, Pan Leaf India went ahead and launched four vari-
eties of deodorants and perfumes. Pushed into accepting fra-
grances in his portfolio, Kura manoeuvred the launch of talcum
powders, which were adaptations of their deodorants.

Fred resisted, for nowhere in the world did PanLeaf market
talcum powders. So why in India, he asked. But Kura bullied his
way through. His maverick ploy did not have the blessing of his
bosses, nor did he get global assistance on product develop-
ment, since talcum powder was not part of the global portfolio.
Kura then priced his tales at only a 20% premium over the mar-
ket, defying the internal contribution requirement.

Three months after the launch, PanLeaf found that retailers
had a huge stock of unsold deodorants. The talcum range had
medium levels of trial, but repeat purchases were quite high. From
a sales perspective, it could be said that the volumes existed but
given the pricing, there was hardly any contribution left!

In end-1998, when Kura looked at the performance of the
speciality skincare range and the fragrances, he could see that
neither held promise. And that was what he told Rai in Singapore.
"Whether it is cosmetics or skincare, it is about researching and
understanding consumer habits and usage, and then about habit
development. But in India the consumer is not upgrading. The
attitude continues to be 'mass' and low price. She is not looking
for long-lasting lipstick, or ultraviolet protection for lips," said
Kura. "That will require investments in habit and market devel-
opment, which means higher break-even levels. Secondly, the
imagery in colour, skin and fragrances is so different that each
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category will require its own investment."

But PanLeaf India did not have that kind of
spending stamina, emotional readiness or the
encouragement of its parent which had set its
sights on a three-year break-even period.
"We came into the country thinking that
there were 300 million consumers, but the
fact is that there aren't so many consumers
- at least not at the prices at which we are
selling. We are neither in a position to lower
prices nor are we investing in market devel-
opment," Kura had said abjectly.

Rai, who had been called in to sort out the
problems in India, heard out Kuras woes. "Naturally,
the local management team was at a loss to make the
operations viable," continued Kura. "Every product it wanted
launched or developed straightaway meant investments in mar-
ket development. The corporate marketing team in the head of-
fice would not make a commitment or decide. The business plans
that were drawn out were not implemented. When the company
is new and you want to break even in so short a time, how can I de-
velop resilience?" asked Kura.

Yetat the same time, new entrants like Complex had demysti-
fied the high price myth, felt Rai. "Naturally," said Kura. "Com-
plex was less concerned about breaking even than with getting
the brand accepted. The singular roadblock we faced was the dik-
tat of early break-even periods. And it was amazing, because we
were not the only new boys sitting in India. Every other FMCG
category - be it shoes, cola or cereal- was similarly tackling
costs and break-evens and providing for start-up losses or non-
profits," he said.

Now as he studied the charts before him, Rai was intrigued by
the emerging patterns. PanLeaf's approach had been the same in
China, eastern Europe and India. It had came to the eastern Euro-
pean markets around the same time it entered India. Yet, eastern
Europe was profitable from Year One. In eastern Europe, the
prices that consumers were willing to pay for products were al-
most similar to those in the Western world.

Skin care products in the European world were priced any-
where between $5 and $10. Even when eastern Europe was part of
the Soviet Bloc, it was influenced by the goods and services in
western Europe. When these countries became independent, the
first thing they did was to allow imports.

Naturally, when we launched in eastern Europe, we were
amongst the first few to grab consumer attention by spending
money on ad support, thought Rai. We had innumerable product
ranges-and variants to choose from. The prices quoted were high,
ad support high, and in the first year we were successful.

But PanLeafhad met with minimum success in China and In-
dia. It took the company five years to succeed in China, but that
was because of the takeover of another large local cosmetic
brand. And that struck Rai as unique: it seemed to do well wher-
ever it acquired new brands. Taking on an ongoing business al-
ways gives you the energy to build it and take it forward. Even his-
torically, the rapid growth that it saw in its first 10 years was due to
acquisitions. Creating new brands in new markets would take a
long time - it would mean changing habits, building brand
saliency and growing the market.

RAl ran a tired hand over his unshaven jaw. Trying to get
price and contribution did not work, he thought. Or, our
managerial style and marketing strategy which had
worked for us worldwide did not work in developing
countries, he mused. Or, we had no decisive, well-formu-

lated category entry strategy for India. Or, should we have tackled
the mass market before the premium segment, he wondered.

Rai tossed the issues over and over in his mind. Exiting India
was just not acceptable to him. It was a good market, of course.
The margins were healthy, but the volumes PanLeaf sold were not
enough to generate healthy contributions that would support ad-
vertising in lndian markets.

"If there was no advertising, the business would be very
successful at whatever volumes it could get, he felt. And the
only way you could operate without advertising was direct
marketing. Mass advertising worked if volumes were large.
PanLeaf needed to break even quickly and the volumes were
simply not there.

The direct marketing idea grabbed Rai. In the last three years
they had altered a lot across product categories. None of these
had worked. Should he give India one more chance and invest in
direct marketing, he wondered. •
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ANALYSIS I: RAMA BIJAPURKAR

A Blinkered Mindset
Rama Bijapurkar is a Mumbai-based market strategy consultant.

THIS case made excellent reading. It
reminded me of Gulliver's Travels,
where the Giant lay helpless among
the Lilliputians. In fact, it reminded
me of all the stories that I have read

about the follies and foibles of the unsus-
pecting foreigner who arrives lured by the
magic of the Orient, only to find a maze of
minefields and swamps, inhabited by the
barbarians and the heathen. What is he to
do now? Where is the glass slipper that can
make up for the horrific discovery, at the
midnight hour when strategy turns to im-
plementation, that the coaches were actu-
ally pumpkins and footmen lizards?

This case tempts one to take each deci-
sion made by the PanLeaf team and
analyse where it went wrong and how it
could have avoided the mistakes - be it in
assessing the size of the consumer base, or
in resolving the 'mass or class' dilemma, or
in understanding the power of the grey
market, or appreciating the cultural as-
pects that inhibit the use of make-up or
deodorants. Most of these answers are
Well-known by now, and Iwould like to ad-
dress a more fundamental question: why
do companies make such mistakes?

The Indian market has now seen
enough PanLeafs to know that the bright-
est and the best fall prey to the 'emerging
market disease'. Why do they succumb? It
definitely isn't because of a lack of market
understanding. Or poor strategic thinking.
Or an inability to innovate products to suit
country-specific needs. They often have a
formidable reputation of doing all this in
their home markets.

My hypothesis is that this happens be-
cause of the mindset with which multina-
tional companies approach new markets,
particularly emerging ones, which makes
them very vulnerable. I would like to dis-
cuss three manifestations of this mindset
- discovery-inhibiting mental models of

the market, value arrogance and a lack of
alignment of the head, the heart and the
purse. Let me illustrate all of them with ref-
erence to PanLeaf.

There appear to be some dominant
mental models about the Indian market,
all of which have proved to be hazardous
in different cases.

The Indian market has now seen
enough PanLeafs to know that the bright-
est and best seem to fall prey to the emerg-
ing market disease
• Mental Modell: "Justlike somewhere
else." In this model, the assumption is that
the market is "exactly like the US was 20
years ago", or "if it worked in Thailand and
Mexico and Vietnam, it will work here". This
makes the marketer skip a very important
stage ~ developing a fundamental under-
standing of the market. The notion that de-
veloping markets are like baby developed
markets or that differing stages of evolution
mapped by per capita gross domestic prod-
uct is the great leveller is patently incorrect.
• Mental Model 2: It is just a question of
numbers. It is. But this is how it works. Not
as in "if every Indian woman consumed
one lipstick, one eye-liner and one bottle
of perfume every year ...",but as in "afford-
ability limits the market to this number.
Accessibility to this number. And accept-
ability by this number."
• Mental Model 3: "Who can resist
progresst People don't know what they
don't know - all we need to do is show
them." But what is aspirational in their cul-
tural lexicon? Being able to have a cool
shower in running water twice a day or us-
ing deodorant twice a day? Having glowing
skin or sporting a splash of colour? Alook at
Hindi films would answer that question.
• Mental Mode14: "Readyfor my global
strategy? Gosh, this is really underdevel-
oped - I'll just come back in 10 years."
I guess the basic question is: "Do you want
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to be a shaper? Or merely an adapter?" The
answer to this depends on the pain and
the gain of doing each. PanLeaf has sub-
scribed to all these mental models at some
time or another - perhaps it diminished
its need to take a good hard zero-based
look at the market.

Value arrogance is a deadly sin that
many new entrants seem to fall prey to.
Value, as the case points out, is the net ef-
fect of benefit minus price. That consumers
pick the best value offering is universally
true, whether they are in Poland or in Pune.

However, how this value is processed is
different across different cultures. Hypoal-
lergenics and protection from ultraviolet
rays are nice things to have - but are they
hugely valuable benefits? What proportion
of Indian skins are as sensitive as European
ones?What are the cultural labels of cosmet-
ics?And where do they stand in the wish-list
hierarchy of the Indian woman? PanLeaf, if
it hadn't been value-arrogant, would have
started from scratch to discover how value
for its products is processed in this country.

Its research would have yielded better
results, since it would have done some
naive consumer listening to begin with.

Another side effect of a blinkered mind-
set at PanLeaf seems to have been that even
fundamental assumptions that formed the
pillars of strategy like "who uses what - the
same people or different people, and why"
were not tested out. The questioning
seemed to be a bit in the realm of "wouldyou
like a holiday in the Bahamas?"Who doesn't?

Finally, the only way to win in an emerg-
ing market is for the head, the heart and the
purse to be in perfect alignment. What hap-
pened at PanLeaf was that the head was
looking at developing a new market as a
mega growth opportunity of the kind that
no developed market could offer.The heart
was however unwilling to accept that best
practice in developed markets must give
way to next practice in emerging markets.
And the purse was unwilling to support
what was needed for market development
and learning a whole new game.

As C.K. Prahalad said in a Harvard
Business Review article, multinationals
may change emerging markets forever-
but the reverse is also true. I
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ANAlYSIS I: SUDERSHAN BANERJEE

Knee- ]erl, Decisions
Sudershan Banerjee was the managing director of Amway, and then the CEO of Hutchison Essar. Now he is the
managing director of Dalmia Consumer Care.

l1Ecase of Pan Leaf highlights several
interesting things. It presents essen-
tial attributes of the Indian market in
the context of a multinational brand,
while at the same time underlining

the need for strategic common sense. It
drives home the fact that while chalk is very
different from cheese, both have a market.

PanLeaf had the right corporate cre-
dentials: it was an acknowledged interna-
tional brand, synonymous with home care
and cosmetics. Over the years, it had ac-
quired as many as 18 cosmetics brands
from around the world and reinforced its
status as a major cosmetics player.

While India was new to PanLeaf, Pan-
Leaf was not new to the Indian consumer.
In the cosmetics segment, the brand aware-
ness of PanLeaf was already high in India.

But PanLeaf read India wrong, and that
was its undoing. It believed that the 300-
million strong Indian middle-class con-
sumer base could be leveraged for mass
market products. It was naive to see this 300
million as one homogeneous whole: it actu-
allyhas several layers, sets and subsets, each
defined by its own peculiarities of spending
power, 'value for money' notions and con-
sumption habits. The Indian consumer
wants a quality product, but does not want
to pay premium prices for it. This is the par-
adox most marketers face. PanLeaf was
never able to balance this equation.

The selection of a foreigner who did not
have an adequate understanding or appre-
ciation of the Indian market as country head
compromised PanLeaf. Not only did Jim
Kuralack knowledge about the market's nu-
ances, he didn't have much influence at the
company's headquarters too. One weakness
was bad enough; two spelled disaster.

What surprises me is that while Pan-
Leaf undertook research, it did not abide
by its recommendations. We know that
market research favoured the introduction

of home care products (detergents), and
promised space at the top end ofthe mar-
ket. Jim Kura's U-turn from home care (de-
tergents) and into skin care seems to be
whimsical rather than based on facts. He
turned away from detergents due to the
presence of two major market players. De-
ciding a marketing venture purely on the
basis of the number of players is naive.

With its core competency and implied
quality in detergents, PanLeaf could have
carved a niche at the premium end. But it
abandoned this tack.

Another serious lacuna was PanLeaf's
habit of not making consistent decisions.
Like detergents, it planned to move into
skin care, but abandoned it in favour of cos-
metics. Nevertheless, the cosmetics seg-
ment could have been exploited success-
fully. PanLeaf had a well-formulated
category strategy in cosmetics. The pre-
mium cosmetic products market was small,
but expanding fast. There was no major es-
tablished player in this market and the
nearest competitor was not positioned as a
premium brand; it was a "good brand at a
fair price", leaving the premium end com-
pletely unexploited.

PanLeaf also had global competencies
in premium cosmetics brands. This meant
that it had an advantage over other Indian
players in terms of technology. The local In-
dian brand was the only serious competitor
in the organised sector. PanLeaf had a high
degree of brand recall in India for cosmet-
ics. It owned several global brands too, and
had a core competency in the segment. The
three colour cosmetics PanLeafiaunched
in the country rested on solid ground. They
were technically researched, and had USPs:
lipsticks which maintained the correct
moisture levels and protected lips from ul-
traviolet rays, chip-resistant nail varnishes
and so on. The competitors' products had
none of these attributes.
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PanLeaf gave up on cosmetics too eas-
ily.The move into skin care was unwise. As
was dubbing cosmetics and skin care
products under an umbrella brand. This
led to a diffusion of brand personality and
took away the distinction between the
two. Like everything else that PanLeaf did
in India, it was more of a knee-jerk reac-
tion rather than a studied decision. The
market responded initially, but in a coun-
try with an age-old system of skin care
treatments, popular in every home, skin
care was not a hot proposition.

The addition of fragrances was not
prudent either. Consumers see fragrances
to be for occasional use, slightly flippant,
and definitely expensive.

No wonder they did not take off. His
hunch on talcum powder paid off: repeat
purchases were high. But progress in this
case also was doomed by the now charac-
teristic impulsive and inconsistent style of
PanLeafIndia.

At the end of the day, Rai was called to
fire-fight. "Wehave tried everything else and
nothing has worked, so we might as well
consider direct selling." But if the products
are rejected by the market, direct selling will
not help. PanLeafbelieves that it can save on
advertising and promotion costs by selling
directly, but it is ignoring the hidden costs of
a direct selling operation. Direct selling calls
for strong competencies, global or local.
PanLeaf doesn't have these. Direct selling
depends on a strong relationship with dis-
tributors/members. It is a dual exercise:
core marketing for brand building, and rela-
tionship marketing for a strong relationship
with distributors/ members. It takes years to
acquire these. Direct selling also involves
significant investments in IS/IT systems.

PanLeaf has already made massive in-
vestments in its distribution set-up (retail
model). It should focus on retail, but limit
its presence to major markets/stores
which cater to the high-end consumer. But
before it does that, PanLeaf must take a
long, hard look at its basic failures and rec-
tify them. It must develop long-term, well-
thought out strategies in sync with market
nuances. Above all, it must adapt to India.
And not just that - adapt imaginatively,
with patience. •


